Shreyas & Preyas
The Art of Living
By: Dr. Maulik Trivedi
Namaste and welcome back. In last month’s article,
you received a broad overview of what this article
series will bring you. Before I get to the good stuff,
some disclosures and deﬁnitions are deﬁnitely due. My
disclosure is that the knowledge I am presenting in this
series of articles is not my own. The concepts originate
in the Vedas, the scriptures written in Sanskrit language
in the South Asian region; I am merely reﬂecting the
knowledge and it’s application for the present time.
As for deﬁnitions, the word ‘Shreyas’ can have many
different meanings. According to scholars of Sanskrit,
Shreyas can literally mean beautiful, auspicious, best,
meritorious, preferable, better, excellent, and also,
prosperity. That is our goal. That is exactly how we
all want our lives to turn out. The quest for having
such optimal life in a family setting within a modernday community of families is surely a tall order. To
accomplish this requires understanding of some broader
concepts. Becoming aware of these concepts and using
them as the basis for running your daily life can be called
nothing short of art. Hence, Shreyas is the goal; attaining
it requires knowledge and effort, which is the ‘Art of
Living.’
So what does it take to live your life so that it has
such an optimal (a.k.a. Shreshth) outcome? Well,
according to the Vedas, there are two basic ideas that
are the cornerstone of achieving such a life. The ﬁrst is
“Awareness” and the second is ‘knowledge.’ You see,
awareness refers to a state of mind that is conducive
to acquiring the knowledge required to attain such an
optimal life. It’s like having your antenna facing the right
direction to receive the broadcast signal. Just like that,
in our everyday life, one has to be aware of what they’re
looking for in life before they can gain it. Having the
right perspective on our goals is an essential ﬁrst step to
achieving them.
After reading this article completely, please perform the
following exercise to start training your awareness. Sit
down with a pen and paper and about 20 minutes of
undisturbed time. You are going to make a list of the
main goals in your life. Break them down into what
you want to accomplish in the next year, what you want
to accomplish in the next 3 to 5 years, and ﬁnally, what
you want to accomplish in 10 years from now. Write
down between three and ﬁve goals in each category to
start and as you ﬁgure out how this works, keep adding
more as necessary. To keep things organized, think about
each time frame in three categories: Personal, Social,
and Spiritual. And don’t worry if, in the beginning, you
have more goals in one category than another. It will
even itself out over time as you become more aware and
balanced about life.
Keep this list handy and read it at least once a week. If
you read it daily in the beginning, it will train your brain
faster. Over time you’ll deﬁnitely need to make revisions
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to this list as your life circumstances change and your perspective on
life also evolves. By actually doing this exercise, you have set the
right conditions in your mind to acquire the knowledge necessary to
accomplish these exact goals. Guess what? You have just harnessed
the potential of the single most powerful computer in the universe,
your own brain. Wait till you see what it brings you as you keep
applying the rest of the steps. It’s as easy as that!
Just think about it, you couldn’t possibly get a good picture on
your HD television if your satellite dish isn’t facing exactly at
the satellite sending the signals. If the dish is not exactly aligned
with the satellite transmitting the signal, it is not possible to form
the HD image on your TV set. The HD image itself is akin to the
“knowledge”. This knowledge will guide you and keep your mind
Shreyas.” Without the awareness
focused towards “Shreyas.”
based knowledge, we are prone to wandering
off towards a less than optimal life. In order
to understand this less than optimal living,
we must familiarize ourselves with another
deﬁnition from the Vedas.
In the Vedas, the word Shreyas also has a
meaning in the context of the word Preyas.
At the simplest level, our life is run by
a series of actions. We make these
choices constantly to keep our life
going. What am I going to wear,
what will I eat/cook for dinner, will
I eat alone or together with my
family? Whether we realize it
or not, we are choosing our
actions constantly in daily
life. Of course, every
action has a consequence.
According to the
Vedas, there are
two distinct
types of
actions.
They are
Preyas and
Shreyas. The
difference
is at the level
of “Awareness”
motivating
each type of action.
Whereas, Preyas refers
to self-centered actions,
Shreyas has a self-less
basis for the action
performed.
Preyas is a way
of living life
that appeals to
the senses. The
awareness is locked
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in the awareness bring pleasure to the person as well as his family
and community. Consequently, there is a built-in sustaining value.
This type of action generates its own value and is perpetuated with
support from nature.

into
bodily
or
material
gratiﬁcation.
Basically, achieving
all that pleases my
sense of touch, smell, taste,
sight and hearing is seen
as the goal of life. In the
western world, the concept
that comes closest to this is the
“Pleasure Principle.” If attaining
immediate sensory pleasure is our quest,
then this way of life is attractive. The mind
is tricked into thoughts down a slippery slope.
First, there’s the thought that, “If having some is
good then having more is better.” And the thoughts
quickly progress to “If I have the most, then I’m the
best.” And sometimes, even, “Unless I have the most, I
am not the best.” In a materially rich society, these types of

Very simply put, Preyas is a ‘get-rich-quick’ scheme, whereas
Shreyas is a time-tested process of accumulating wealth. Clearly
most people are attracted by the immediate gratiﬁcation of a getrich-quick or lose-weight-fast gimmick. All too often, they are
left disappointed. In a seemingly fast-moving world, moving from
one get-rich-quick scheme to another seems to be the way of life.
Believe it or not that is exactly the type of thinking that has gotten us
into feeling like life is a rat race.
A person inﬂuenced by Preyas is not able to see the broader
implications of his actions. Not only is he trapped in his quest for
accumulating material wealth, he is also blind to the broader impact
of his actions on his family and his community. How often is it that
you hear about a politician or a CEO of a large corporation who is
corrupt? This person is ﬁrmly interested in self-serving activities.
They are able to accumulate material wealth by focusing on
immediate gratiﬁcation. How much harm is such a person bringing
to the society in failing to fulﬁll his duty?
The following example will demonstrate the value of Shreyasbased choices in a child’s life. A14 year old told me recently, “I’m
going to get all A’s next year.” He went on to say, “I didn’t try hard
enough, last year, if I work harder, I can probably get mostly A’s this
year.” So I said to him, “Wonderful... You can deﬁnitely get A’s if
you know and remember what to do to get A’s.” That would take

Delaying gratiﬁcation of immediate pleasure for fulﬁllment of a long term goal.

actions are easily fulﬁlled. Without awareness and self-control,
all too often, these actions lead to excess and waste. Soon enough,
everyone is looking to “biggie size” their life. Consequently, they
observe that they have been only “biggie sizing” their ﬁgure and
their future medical problems.
Finally, and most importantly, the beneﬁts of actions centered around
Preyas are individualized and immediate. As such, they have no
sustaining value. The worst part of this is that such an individual
unknowingly takes actions that are harmful to society. One bold
example of this is the individual and corporate “greed” that we have
witnessed in the ﬁnancial arenas in recent years that is thought to be
responsible for the world economic crisis.
In contrast, Shreyas is a way of living that is guided by a deeper
“Awareness” of one’s actions. It extends beyond simple gratiﬁcation
of the ﬁve senses. It involves a broader awareness of bringing
pleasure to other human beings simultaneously as one seeks
pleasure for themselves. It typically does not have immediate
personal pleasure tied with it. It involves resisting the
temptation to have the large ice-cream sundae. Shreyas
is more of a time-tested method of sculpting life. It
requires patience and perseverance, not to mention,
delayed gratiﬁcation. Actions performed with Shreyas
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awareness which this child lacked last year. I asked, “What do you
think those kids who are going to get A’s next year are doing over
the summer to make sure they get those A’s?” He replied with some
insight, “Probably studying for an hour or so each day.” That is
Shreyas. Delaying gratiﬁcation of immediate pleasure for fulﬁllment
of a long term goal. You can surely appreciate the beneﬁts of having
this child as a grown adult living in our society.
So the basic tenet of creating a successful and joyous life that is
self-sustaining is to engage your every action in the orientation of
Shreyas. Before doing something, think about what implications it
carries for you, for your family and your community. A community
of individuals balancing their actions with a sense of broader
awareness can only lead to a more peaceful community. It is in the
design of nature that human beings predicating their action beyond
simple accomplishment of sensory pleasure can bring about a
peaceful world.
Shreyas way of life choices is one which is aligned with achieving
your highest potential as a human being. It is truly life-transforming.
It is a deliberate and dedicated effort in small increments. Its result
is that in which the whole is much greater than the sum of the parts.
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